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TRINITY OVERCOMES 
WORCESTER TECH IN 
HARD BATTLE, 14-0 
Blue and Gold Tallies on 
Aerial Attack in First 
and Last Periods 
MEDUSA NOTICE 
The Tripod wishes to make the 
following announcement in behalf 
of the Medusa : All freshmen are 
to sit in the first row of pews on 
each side of the Chapel. If these 
rows become filled during certain 
services, the others may be occu-
pied. The freshmen are t o wait 
at their respective seats until all 
upperclassmen have passed by on 
the way out of the Chapel. All 
students are required to wear coats 
at the Wednesday morning service 
and the two Sunday services. Any 
violation of t hese rules, which is 
observed by a member of t he 
Medusa, will result in the offend-
er's having his credit slip torn up. 
The Medusa asks that the student 
Chemistry Building Dedication 
Culminates Two Years' Activity 
GUESTS ENTERING 'LABORATORY FOR DEDICATION 
O'MALLEY ON SIDEUNES 
Ed Morris Fills Injured Star's 
Position-"Kob" and Steve 
Register Touchdowns 
In the thirty-sixth gridiron contest 
between Worcester Tech and Trinity, 
the Blue and Gold managed to hew 
out a 14-0 victory on the losers' field 
last Saturday in what Coach Jessee body cooperate in this matter, for 
accurately predicted would be one of it does not wish to be any more 
the hardest games of the year. unpleasant in enforcing the above 
The Trinity forces had to battle regulations than absolutely neces-
bammer and tongs for every foot of sary. 
ground they gained, and four times 
they were obliged to make last-ditch 
stands against enemy invasions that 
bad penetrated past Trin's "20." 
Although the team was able to run 
up a score only half that of last week, 
its performance was a hundred per-
cent better over the Hamilton tilt. 
The linen~en and backs charged and 
blockea with some degree of "fight" 
MATHER MAKES DONATION 
FOR CHAPEL ENDOWMENT r---Th~o_s_e -A-tt~en_d~in_g_R_e_p_re-se_n_t ~C..,olleges, Industry, and Research 
TRINITY RADIO CLUB Dr. Ogilby Makes Announcement 
Concerning Completion of 
Chapel Program 
instead of half-heartily "pushing" or In regard to the Chapel Endow-
"bumping" their opponents. There is, ment Fund, the President has is-
however, still plenty of room for sued the following statement to the 
NOTICE 
improvement. Tripod: 
Another encouraging feature of the "When William G. Mather, '77, I 
game was the Blue and Gold's demon- first made plans for giving the Col-
.!tration that they are something more lege Chapel, he intended not only to 
than a two-man team. Bob O'Malley, complete the entire structure him-
stellar halfback, was forced to spend self, but also to establisih a fund for 
the entire game on the sidelines be- endowing it. Before the building was 
To those members of the Student 
Body who are interested and active 
in the work otf the Episcopal 
Church Sunday Schools and parish-
es of Hartford and vicinity, notice 
is given that there will be a meet-
ing of such persons in The Lounge 
on Thursday, October 15, for the 
purpose of forming an organiza-
tion of these students. The Rev . 
S. Clarence Lund of Christ Church 
Cathedral will be present to act in 
an advisory capacity. 
cause of an injured knee. If Bob's completed,, however, the depression . '----------------1 
absence resulted in any slowing down so ruined his business that he was un-
of Trinity's attack, Worcester never able to finish the structure. At that 
found out about it. Ed Morris, who time the tower was built on:ly one-
played the entire game at O'Malley's third oif the way up, although all of 
position, turned, in a good all-around the stone had been cut and delivered. 
perfonnance. Morris harn;mered out The chapel workmen then held a 
many extra yards on line plunges; mass meeting andl voted to contrib-
however, because of his inexperience, ute from ~heir own wages six thous-
he made several blunders on the and dollars toward the completion of 
defensive. the tower, if the remainder of the 
Trinity received a lucky break in sum needed was :r.aised. Certain of Mr·. 
the first few minutes of play when Mather's friends made contributions 
Forkey of Worcester got off a very ·which completed the actual building 
poor punt which Kobrosky returned although there are 1TII8ny details 
to the Engineers' fifteen-yard-line. which are still unfinished. 
Mickey then shot off tackle for five "Recent improvements in the steel 
rards and Truex hammered the center industry have made it possibJe for 
for three, but here Trinity's offense Mx. Mather to adjust his affairs. He 
went into reverse. Truex recovered has recently given to the college 
his own fumble for a small loss•, and some securities, proceeds from which 
an incompleted pass ended the threat. will constitute a fund ifor endow-
Its running attack brought to 81 sud- ment of the chapel, to take care of 
den halt, the Red and Buff kicked its upkeep and to provide for the 
(Continued on page 3.) maintenance of services." 
Alas for the Glory That Was Greece! 
Hellenic Sparta Cries for Vengeance ! 
Sparta, city of iron men and chaste thou whose miight Titans failing felt. 
women. How came this rigid name No kin to godly frame, this spigot of 
to be so blasphemed? By whose hand beer. 
were the immortal letters stuck on A rock-Ike Leonidas, whom Ther-
mr plate glass? At whose instigation mopylae be-framed, finds not his Ely-
was this word befouled? Whose sian comrades in a bar fly's paradise. 
haphazard knowledge of antiquity ran These Spartans make test of strength 
so amuck? Who in Hades' name be- and skill, in Olympic strife engaged; 
hought him so crude a prank? Fair and great is the breathless tension 
arne desecrated! as these un-muscled men do try their 
Behold its stalwart frequenters- skill. A quavering cheer smites fly-
toop-shouldered, bleary, and beery! specked walls, and the foundations 
ile floating through its ether, foul shake mightily-a copper has made 
with smoke and redolent with stale its irregular way down through a 
suds, ever and anon a slattern's glass jug, once the haunt of dill 
raucous falsetto jars the senses. 'Tis pickles but now container of clear 
said that "Beauty charms the beast." water (ill at ease where beer is lord) 
No beauty she, whose grimy fingers to couch inside the submerged tumbler. 
stickily grasp the crystal goblet. The Flushed the victor, his prize a beer 
citadel's god-like king a corpulent upon the house, fit inspiration for 
stature in dirty white. Sing him not far-famed ode (-or) . Let ring the 
of Father Zeus descended, 0 Muse. poet's voice in deserved praise well 
If hops be ambrosia's substance, then versed. May Phaeton's sire inhabit 
godly is his fare. But forgive concur- thy fingers, 0 bard, and tune thy 
renee with thy name, 0 Thunderer, , (Continued on page 6.) 
DR. REILAND RESIGNS 
POST AT ST. GEORGE'S 
Famous Preacher and Scholar, 
Trinity, '97, Leaves Post 
Held for 24 Years 
On Sunday, October 4, Rev. Karl 
Reiland, '97, preached his last sermon 
as rector of St. George's Parish, New 
York. One of Trinity's most prom-
inent alumni, he has been a leader 
in New York religious circles for the 
past twenty-four years. He is known 
nationally as one of the finest preach-
ers and scholars in the Episcopal 
Church. 
Born on October 23, 1871 of German 
parents, the Rev. Dr. Karl Reiland 
spent most of his youth in Middle-
town, Conn. He attended three pr~ 
para tory schools; two colleges, and 
two divinity schools. His ambition is 
shown by the fact that he holds the 
degrees of M.A. and D.D. from Trin-
ity, LL.D. from Hobart, and D.D. 
from Wesleyan. At Trinity he joined 
Delta Kappa Epsilon and, in recent 
years, has represented the Alpha Chi 
Chapter on his fraternity council. 
As a clergyman he has held rector-
ships in North Bloomfield, Wethers-
field, New York, and Yonkers. Eleven 
years after his first assistant rector-
ship he had established such a reputa-
tion for himself that he was called 
to succeed the Rev. Dr. W. S. Rains-
ford as rector of St. George's Epis-
copal Church in New York City. St. 
George's is one of the oldest and 
largest Episcopal churches in New 
York. 
During the time that Dr. Reiland 
was rector of St. George's many 
changes and improvements took place 
in his parish. Among the charitable 
works that he has sponsored through 
his church are the establishment of 
Fresh Air Camps at Ulster-on-the-
Hudson and an all-year Health Clinic 
at the Memorial House. Additions to 
the church itself include a new mortu-
(Continued on page 4.) 
TO BE ACTIVE AGAIN 
Organization ·Presents Program 
for Coming Y eC!r-Offers 
Service to Students 
The Trinity College Radio Club, 
formed in February, 1936, is once 
more ready to serve the students 
ifrom its station on the second floor 
of Jarvis Laboratory. Using the call 
letters WIJUD, the club worked a 
total of 32 states besides England,, 
Holland, Belgium, Cuba, C'anal Zone, 
and three Canadian Provinces from 
April 18 to the end ofllast semester. 
Towards the latter part of April a 
message service was opened for the 
use of the students .and !faculty. In 
this .short time many messages were 
handled, the majority off which 
reached their destination. It must be 
noted that ~st of the service is1 by 
relay and therefore not quite perfect. 
Since the operators of amateur sta-
tions cannot receive remuneration fn 
tpeir services, delivery cannot be 
guaranteed. However because otl' the 
Official Relay Stations and Trunk 
Line Stations of the A[merican Radio 
Relay Leagu~, the Army Aini8teur 
Radio System, and many independent 
oper.ators, the likelihood of pronJlpt 
service is very good. Average re-
sults show that delivery is a certainty 
90 per cent of the time. 
Club Includes Five Operators 
At present the club has five opera-
tors: H. J. Hall, WIICI, president 
and chief operator; Paul Goodwin, 
WilLA, vice-president; David David-
son, WIIGKM, secretary; H. A. Gale, 
WIFVR, treasurer; and W,. Green-
wood, WIJDH. The station will 
soon become an olflficial relay station. 
Message service will be extended 
again this year. Delivery will be 
more efficient this semester due to 
the increased activity at this time of 
year. The following) rules should be 
observed in writing radiograms: 
1-Always give a complete address 
(with phone number. if possible). 
2-Never use rubber-stamped texts 
or obviously unimportant texts, such 
as "Love and kisses", or "Greetings 
via amateur radio". Suc81 unimlpor-
tant texts will be rendered very slow 
service or will be entirely disregard-
ed. Importance of the messages will 
determine priority. 
3-Incl.ude sender's name and ad-
dress for re'ference, since replies are 
often received. 
iMessages are welcomed for any 
part of the United States~ posses-
(Continued on page 6.) 
Distinguished Guests Present 
at Ceremonies Held in 
Auditorium 
PROMINENT SPEAKERS 
Key to New Building Presented 
by Contractor - Workmen · 
Receive Praise 
In an elaborate program of exer-
cises the new $500,000 chemistry build-
ing was dedicated on Friday afternoon 
by President Remsen B. Ogilby be-
fore representatives of 42 colleges, 
alumni, faculty members, students, 
and guests. Addresses were delivered 
by Dr. Ogilby, Professor Vernon K. 
Krieble, Professor Marston T. Bogert, 
and Francis P. Garvan, President of 
the American Chemical Foundation 
and a native of East Hartford. 
In a brief speech Mr. Garvan ad-
vocated the use of the scientific 
method in solving the prol:ilem of 
every-day life. The American Chem-
ical Foundation, he said, in observing 
the 400. small colleges throughout the 
country, had found Professor Krieble 
and Trinity College most worthy of 
their support. Between the Founda-
tion and Dr. Krieble, stated Mr. Gar-
van, there existed an understanding 
whereby the new laboratory should 
be a model in activities for those of 
the other 400 colleges. 
While interpreting what he terms 
the scientific method, he concisely 
outlined a few of the benefits that the 
United States, in particular, has 
gained from its increasing use of the 
method. In 1890, 10 percent of 
America'g youth attended secondarY 
schools of education, and only one 
percent, colleges. Now, he stated, 
the results of a recent survey indicate 
that 80 percent attend high school~, 
and fifteen percent, colleges. 
"We have five times the high 
school education and five times the 
college education of England, France, 
and Germany combined, although they 
have 40,000,000 more of population.'1 
said Mr. Garvan, in substantiating his. 
point that an increasing use of the-
scientific method tends toward a. 
greater prosperity. 
Since there has been little, if any~ 
immigration since 1914, the melting 
pot of America, according to Mr. Gar-
van, has ceased to receive the supply 
of new material thrown into it for 
(Continued on page 4.) 
PRESIDENT DISCUSSES 
COLLEGIATE PROBLEMS 
E~phasis Placed on Cooperation 
Between Students and Faculty 
in Chapel Talk 
In Wednesday morning chapel on 
October 7, President Ogilby spoke at 
length on the prdblems at present 
confronting the college and on three 
questions which he urged the student 
body to consider. 
In speaking of the college's prob-
lem;s, Dr. Ogilby stated that Trinity 
this year has reached its numerical 
limit. The tas.k now remains to con-
solidate, strengthen, and develop the 
machinery tfor the working of a -
small college. Emphasis is to be laid 
on cooperation of the students with 
the faculty; in this way the problems 
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Distributors of 
CoUe6iate Dj6(~st 
We have recently learned, to our story of a small town radio operator 
unspeakable pleasure and satisfac- (Shirley Ross) whose heckling of a 
tion, that the Little Theatre of Hart- big name singer (Frank Forest) 
ford hab arranged an exceedingly causes that individual so much an-
palatablE' series of productions for the guish that his manager (Ray Milland) 
coming season. About a year ago brings the girl to New York for the 
the local Little Theatre was instru- purpose of paying her a salary not 
mental in bringing the Federal Thea- to broadcast; of course the talented 
tre Project to H_artford and has spent girl finally gets her chance, becomes 
The editorial, "Deferred Pledging", 
in the last issue brought up a problem 
that deserves very serious considera-
tion on the part of the fraternities 
at Trinity. The problem of selection 
of the right house by the freshmen 
and of the right freshmen by the 
house is one of the most serious of 
the college career. Any plan which 
will make this selection more careful 
and more satisfactory than it is at 
present would be an obvious step for 
the better. 
Subscription Price, $2.50 per Year. 
Entered at the Post Office, Hartford, Conn., as second-class matter. Acceptanee for 
JD&Uing at special r~te of postage provided for in paragraph 4, section 412, Act of October 28, 
1926, authorized October 14, 1,926. 
much of its time and energy in mak-
ing the Palace Theatre group a sue-
cess. The local movement is one of 
the outstanding little theatre groups 
a sensation, falls in love, out and in 
agai!l with the singer's manager, and 
finally has a radio marriage with 
50,000,000 people listening in; but the 
plot is of little consequence. It is 
Advertising Rates furnished on application. 
. Exclusive national advertising representatives: The National Advertising Service, 420 
Madison Avenue, New York City. 
we have run across, and that covers the performances of the comedians 
a lot of territory; it is a non-profit and musicians that makes the produc-
tion extremely entertaining. Y~u 
Deferred rushing is a very likely 
possible improvement in the present 
fraternity set-up. Its advantages are 
many; its disadvantages as summed 
up in your column are easily refuted. 
The prospective pledgee, under the 
deferred plan, would see the chapters 
as they are without the frosting o:£ 
rushing subterfuge. He would learn 
the significance of each house on the 
campus and what sort of men are 
appealed to by it. His choice would 
thus not be one based on a rapid and 
necessarily superficial judgment o 
. Subscribers are urged to report promptly any serious irregularity in the receipt of THE 
TRINITY TRIPOD. All complaints and business communications should be addressed to the 
Business Manager, THE TRINITY TRIPOD, Trinity College, Hartford, Conn. 
organization existing for the benefit 
will like "Big Broadcast of 1937." 
of the hundreds of local people who 
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PERSONAL RECOVERY 
prefer the legitimate drama to the 
motion picture and for the pleasure 
derived from producing plays. In the 
past few years, innumerable members 
of the Little Theatre have gone forth 
and have carved very definite notches 
for themselves in the theatre world; 
and if this has happened in the past, 
it will most certainly happen again 
in the future. It is becoming in-
creasingly obvious that there are only 
three suitable training grounds for 
the Broadway stage and motion pic-
tures-little theatre movements, sum-
mer theatres, and stock. Hollywood 
has recognized the importance of 
these groups and has set up many 
studio-sponsored theatre movements. 
We sincerely wish the Little Thea-
tre of Hartford all the luck in the 
world for its coming season. 
"GOODBYE AGAIN"-3.0-At the 
Palace. 
This week the Civic Repertory is 
reviving "Goodbye Again", the hilflri-
ous comedy by George Haight and 
Allan Scott, which the group pre-
sented :;everal months ago at the 
State Theatre. At that time, Thorn 
Conroy, Sonya Raffell, Ed Camp, and 
all the rest reached new comedy 
heights, and made the production one 
of the most successful they have of-
fered. The revival contains all the 
original cast, but the caliber of their 
William Gwinn Mather, '77, has just presented the College with performances is even higher this week 
a $175,000 endowment fund -for the Chapel. This in itself is than it was at the first presentation. 
It is about time you became ac-
news, but the facts lying behind this gift make another story. quainted with the Civic Rep, and this 
Men through time have done great things and the plaudits is the ideal occasion. The same 
of the public have rung loud in their praise. Lindbergh flew the rock-bottom admission prices prevail. 
Atlantic, and the world has yet to recover. Edes built a bridge. "BIG BROADCAST OF '37"-3.0-
Byrd has flown over an ocean and both poles, and his work has At the Allyn. 
The annual edition of the "Big 
been acknowledged with medals a~d C8rtificates from practically Broadcast" is upon us once more, and 
every scientific organization known to man. Marconi, Edison, although it is far from being the 
Ford, and Einstein have all contributed to the advancement of tops, it is, we believe, the best picture 
mankind, and their efforts and accomplishments are table talk. in town. Jack Benny, Burns and 
William Mather, however, has done great things also, a-nd we Allen, Martha Rays, Bob Burns, 
k Benny Goodman, Leopold Stokowski, now ~ittle or ~othing abo~t any o~ them. . and Benny Fields blend their talents 
Philanthropist extraordmary, this man yearly gives thousands to furnish us a "big broadcast" better 
to charity, gave the money for the Chapel on our hill, and has, and certainly more unique than its 
now endowed it generously. These are all surface facts about predecessors; if anyone can imagine 
his life. What some may not know is that when steel collapsed Leopold Stokowski on the same pro-
. h f · · h · · gram with the swingy Benny Good-m 1929, the Mat er ortune went With It. T e enhre family h h ld t th d t. · . . . . . . man, e s ou en er e a ver 1smg 
hved for a hme under conditions bordermg upon VIrtual poverty. business ; but their combination does 
It was a crisis in the life of a great a·nd good man. At an age work out remarkably well. Martha 
when most men would have admitted defeat and accepted the Raye, Paramount's prize find of the 
bitterness of insecurity William Mather only squared off and year, steals the show completely; Bob 
f ht h d R It ' Burns, as the bazooka player who oug ar er. esu s came. wants an audition with Stokowski, 
1936 finds him 79 years old and again secure. This state was 
reached because he refused to include the word "defeat" and its 
synonyms i-n his vocabulary. We wish, therefore, to thank him 
for what he has done for the college and at the same time to 
.congratulate him for what he has done for himself and for the 
.example which he has set our generation. 
THANKS DUE 
When His Majesty Ki-!lg George V of England died last Jan-
uary, a student of Trinity took it upon himself to express to Her 
Majesty Queen Mary the sympathies of this College. We feel 
that this gesture was a kind one and deserving the thanks of the 
members of our group. That it was received by Her Majesty in 
the same spirit in which it was written is evidenced by the answer 
sent from the British Foreign Office to the writer. 
We regret that this action was not known to us at an earlier 
date. The situation only came to our attention last week, but 
we do wish to take this opportunity to extend our thanks to one 
student for doing a ki'!ldness in the name of the College at a time 
when such a gesture was sincerely appreciated across the sea. 
Letter Written Under the Direction 
of Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden 
in Answer to Frederick Spitzer's 
Note of Condolence to Queen Mary. 
2.5-At the Strand. 
We first read James Fenimore 
Cooper's immortal novel, "The Last 
of the Mohicans" when we were a 
barefoot boy wrestling with the in-
tricacies of long division. At that 
time we were immensely intrigued by 
the description of tribal life, times 
and customs of the Mohican tribe of 
upper New York State during the 
middle years of the eighteenth cen-
tury. In our naive way we were de-
lighted with the sportsmanship and 
sympathy displayed by some of the 
heroic characters and disgusted with 
the deceit and treachery which were 
present in other characters. Years 
have passed, but the melodramatic 
"Last of the Mohicans" remains the 
same-only our attitude towards it 
has changed. The screen version has 
stuck religiously close to the novel, 
and brave Uncas, and Chingachgook, 
and treacherous Magua are there, as 
is Nettie Bympo, or Hawkeye, the 
eternal pioneer. It is a story of 
frontier and tribal life excitingly 
made to order for your kid brother-
unless the brat has turned sophisti-
cated on you and no longer gives a 
rap for woodlore. The film is even 
more replete with sympathy and 
sportsmanship than the novel, and as 
Katharine Best puts it, "the last of 
the Mohican tribe bows his head in 
silent tribute to ·the superiority of the 
white man, whose leadership here is 
not so dE:ftly displayed." I always 
have a good laugh at this sort of 
melodrama, and I am sure you will 
too. 
"RAMONA"-2.5-At Poli's. 
The second Indian picture of the 
week is the screen's fourth edition of 
Helen Hunt Jackson's "Ramona"; the 
picture is beautiful, having been 
done in technicolor, and like other 
color films is slow, dull, sentimental, 
and unreal. 
It is the story of the beautiful and 
tearful Ramona (Loretta Young), 
who lives on a rancho and who leaves 
the arms of her lover (Kent Taylor) 
to elope with Alessandro (Don 
Ameche). a reformed Indian, after 
she discovers that her mother was a 
squaw. From then on life for little 
Ramona is cruel-sadly cruel; her 
home is raided by palefaces, she is 
despised for being an Indian's wife 
instead of a Mexican's, .and. even-
tually her child becomes ill, and 
Alessandro dies while attempting to 
save the infant. The picture ends 
with Ramona in Phillippe's arms once 
more, and .weeping bitterly; as a mat-
ter of fact Miss Young is weeping 
bitterly throughout the picture, and 
Don Ameche looks very foolish indeed 
with his silly grin. All that can be 
said for the picture is that it is very 
beautiful-too beautiful in fact, for 
the quest for beauty seems to have 
causl'd the director and others to for-
get that it was a full-length drama 
and not a travelogue that was being 
produced. 
Held Over: 
"Craig's Wife", the story of a cold, 
indifferent, and neurotic wife who 
loves her home more than that of her 
husband, has been held over for a 
second week at Loew's; this is the 
result of an united feminine front 
which is sure that "Craig's Wife" is 
the best picture Hollywood has turned 
out this year. 
J. B. W. 
the merits of each house. 
The plan of deferring the pledging~ 
until Thanksgiving also has advan 
tages for the fraternity. Thanksgivin 
grades give a definite indication o 
the man's ability to last through th 
rigors of the eight sets of three-hou 
exams yet to come. Many disappoint 
ments could thus easily be avoide 
on both Slides. 
Eating clubs can be satisfactoril 
operated with numbers as low as te 
or twelve, a fact which has bee 
proven in the history of almost everY, 
house on the campus. The cry abou 
eating clubs is brought uJ' wheneve 
the subject is mentioned and usuall 
by fraternity-ites who have no re 
idea of the steward's expense problem 
Guest meals could easily be res.tricte 
to a limit of perhaps eight per rna 
over the period of eight weeks. Ther 
would be a saving in this arrang 
ment, because invitations for all eig 
meals would not be issued at once, 
they are for the present limit of s · 
and men in whom the house is no 
interested could be dropped early fro 
the expense account. 
The expenses of off-campus rush 
ing could easily be avoided by pr 
hibiting upperclassmen from enter 
taining the new men outside the hou 
during the first two months. Th 
merits o:t' a, fraternity or a man 
be more easily decided at dinner · 
the house (and under this plan the 
need never be more than two or thr 
new men present at one meal) th 
they possibly can at the movies or 
the Club Hollywood. The money spe 
off campus is for the purpose of co 
peting with the financial display 
another house and perhaps setting u 
in the freshman a sort of condition 
reflex tending to keep him fro 
weighing other considerations as co 
pletely as he might otherwise. Eli 
ination of this rushing tactic woul 
save a great <leal of money al).d 
the same time permit more co 
appraisal. 
Deferred pledging is, I think, · 
disputably of value in the matter 
selection by the men and by t 
houses. Financially, I am convinc 
the problem can b~ solved-the e1 
pense will be greater, but not mu 
greater, and thoroughly worth-whilt. 
William K. Paynter, ' 
* * 
To the Editor of tlie Tripod: 
I sincerely feel that the Tripod' 
editorial policy is one which may b 
constructively and radically chang 
although I will be the first to adm 
that it very nearly approaches t 
accepted journalistic tradition. 
this letter is a brief sketch of t 
alterations I would suggest. 
I assume as a premise that you wi 
to have your paper read, and prett 
thoroughly read by the majority Q 
the student body. I also assume tha 
you realize it is not. 
At first thought you will probabl 
feel that it is virtually impossible t 
attain these ideals, but it seems to 
that you can reach them if you al 
your editorial policy enough to rna 
the second-hand news you dispen 
(Conthmed on page 5.) 




"Learning by study 
must be won, 
'Twas ne'er entail' d 
from son to son." 
-John Gay, Fables. 
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to the "47." Once again Trin launched 
a vicious ground assault, but after 
pounding off three first downs, the 
home team halted the advance on the 
two-yard stripe. Once again 'W1orces-
ter kicked out of danger, but this 
time the Blue and Gold was not to 
be denied. Kobrosky, Truex, and 
Morris drove through the line to the 
"24." On the fourth down Steve 
aerialed down the middle to the "Kob" 
over the goal. Mickey kicked the 
extra point. TRINITY ELEVEN FACES 
HOBART IN THIRD TEST 
SPORT SIDE,LIGHTS 
By A. M. L., '38 
The W. P. I. game was one of the 
cleanest that we've ever witnessed. 
Only four penalties during the entire 
60 minutes of play, all of them on 
technicalities,. 
* * 
Shades of Red Grange and other 
galloping ghosts to see our ow"fl littre 
77 intercept a W. P. I. pass in the 
third period. Don't know who was 
the more surprised when Vic clutched 
the ball just before kiss.ing old 
Mother Nature's tousled top. 
* * 
Conn. State seems to be back on 
its feet once more after its rather 
surprising defeat at the hands of 
Wesleyan. The game on the twenty-
fourth promises to be a thriller. 
* * 
And did you know that Wesleyan 
scored its 20 to 0 victory over Bow- ~ 
doin without being credited with a 
first down? 
* * 
addition to Dan Jessee's backfield 
next season. 
• • 
Now we have a three-ring aerial 
circus. If you can get Jackson going, 
Dan, you'll be one up on P. T. Barnum, 
to say nothing of the opposition. 
* * 
Dame Rumor hath it that we are 
to have interfraternity touch football. 
Great stuff! Also "that there is no 
more cross-country - even greater 
stuff, and I'll bet that many a fresh-
man will give a sigh of relief. 
* * 
Saturday makes the first time that 
we've ever seen a football game 
stopped for a cross-country meet-
or maybe the Techmen needed the 
extra rest period. 
HONISS 
OYSTER HOUSE 
'We are glad to hear that Crombie The. Excellen·c·e of. Our 9eafood 
Garrett is on the road to recovery 15 a TraditiOn m H.aifford · · 
Worcester threatened in the begin-
ning of the second quarter when 
Truex fumbled Forkey's high spiral 
and then kicked it out of bounds on 
Trin's "two." Kobrosky's poor kick 
was run back fifteen yards to the 
26-yard line by Captain Germain. A 
pass and several line bucks brought 
the ball to the "9" but her-e the Blue 
and Gold forward wall braced and 
took the ball away from the Techmen 
on downs. 
Close Game Expected as Veteran after a serious P. E. accident. 
Purple and Orange Team with * * 
The deciding" break" of the game 
occurred just _before the start of the 
fourth quarter. Chandler, Worcester's 
righ tackle, broke through the line 
and blocked Truex's kick deep in Trin-
ity's territory. Rushton then fell on 
the ball for the Engineers on Trinity's 
six-yard marker. Had he picked it 
up he very likely would have been 
able to score, for there was no Trinity 
men near him. Worcester, however, 
was unable to benefit by the play and 
the threat was turned aside as Vinick 
intercepted Worcester's desperate 
pass attempt on the "14". 
The forward wall showed surprising 
power by staging a seventy-seven-
yard march to a touchdown in the 
last minutes of the final period. Nine 
plays, straight through Worcester's 
battered line, carried the ball to the 
Engineers' "17." Kobrosky then faded 
back and tossed to Truex who stepped 
across the broad chalk line for the 
final score. Kobrosky again converted. 
The line-up: 
Trinity Worcester 
Lindell RE Rushton 
Parker RT · Chandler 
Keller RG Wilson 
D'Angelo C Peters 
Vinick LG Townsley 
Talbot LT Lewin 
Alexander LE Raslavsky 
Jackson QB Germain 
Morris LHB Korolyshun 
Kobrosky RHB Elliott 
Truex FB Forkey 
Touchdowns: Truex, Kobrosky; 
extra points: Kobrosky 2. 
Substitutions - Trinity: Haight, 
Edstrom, Hamilton, Budd, Harris, 
Cramer, BenjamJin; Worcester: Gus-
tafson, Liberty, Stone, Johnlson, 
Gritch. 
WORCESTER TECH WINS 
OVER TRIN HARRIERS 
Blue and Gold Runners Suffer 
23-36 Defeat in Opener as 
Hawkins Places Third 
On Saturday, October 10, the Trin-
ity harriers met defeat at the hands 
of W o1·cester Tech in the opening 
meet of the season for both squads 
by a score of 23 to 36. Wearers of 
the Blue and Gold took third, fourth, 
sixth, eleventh, and twelfth places. 
Cameron of Tech ran the difficult 
three-mile course in the fast time 
of 16 minutes, 35 seconds, to win after 
a sharp duel on the home stretch with 
his team-mate, Harris,. Hawkins and 
Perry staged a private duel of their 
own for third place, with the former 
shading his rival by three seconds. 
Mountford, far in the rear on the last 
lap, closed up the gap in a burst of 
speed which netted him sixth Stpot by 
a scant few yards. Castagno and 
Bauer were eleventh and twe1ftho re-
spectively. The Blue and Gold's two 
other entrants, Barlow and Peterson, 
were not in the money. 
One Tie Seeks Third Win Guess that Mr. Goodrich must have 22 State Street, Hartford, Conn. 
Two undefeated elevens will tangle 
at Geneva, N. Y. this Saturday in a 
duel which not even the League otf 
Nations of a more f.amed Geneva 
could settle without a battle, for 
those elevens are the Blue and Gold 
of Trinity and the Purple and Orange 
of Hobart. 
This fall finds Hobart in one of 
her most notable football campaign~ 
within the last decade. Under tute-
lage of "Speed" Wilson the New 
Yorkers emerged from a five-year 
period of doldrums in 1935, when 
they dtrleated Rochester, Union, Ham-
ilton, Holbrook, and Kenyon, and 
lost only to Buffalo and Trinity, the 
latter game by a 13-6 score. With a 
veteran squad on hand Wilson is 
again putting forth a winning com-
bination. An underdog in the opener 
with Amherst, the Purple and Orange 
out-fought the Lord Jeffs to gain a 
scoreless tie. On successive Saturdays 
the Geneva machine has flattened 
Union by 26-0 and Hamilton by 33-0. 
Probably one O!f the chief reasons 
for Hobart's success is the use of the 
Warner system. with its deceptive 
(Continued on page 6.) 
NET TOURNEY UNDER WAY 
AS SEEDED ENTRIES WIN 
Parsons, Harris, O'Bryon Pace 
Field of 44 Aspirants with 
Easy Victories 
With 44 contestants entered, the 
fall tennis. tournament got under way 
last week. Progress as usual has been 
fairly slow, in spite of the added facil-
ities for play. To date only one man 
has reached the third round, Patter-
son, who has. moved ahead without 
being extended. 
Practically all of last year's tennis 
squad is entered in the contest. So 
far there have been no casualties 
among these favorites. O'Bryon 
reached the second bracket by defeat-
ing Manice, Parsons by defeating 
Walker, and Rohowski by downing 
Clark. In none of these matches did 
the winner lose more than three 
games, giving some idea of the edge 
that the favorites have on the general 
field. 
The only upset scored so far was 
the unexpected d'elfeat of Crocker at 
the hands of Art Mountford. The 
latter looks to be greatly improved 
over last year. 
Stein's graduation last spring, 
leaves the field open to the several 
rath~;~r closely matched runnerst-up of 
last season's campaign. The finals 
and semi-finals should prove to be 
closely contested matches with so 
many players of seemingly equal 
ability entered. 
Interest in tennis at Trinity has 
noticeably increased during the last 
few years. This fact is clearly evi'-
denced by the great increase of 
entrants in the fall tournament over 
preceding years. 
dug down into the trunks marked 1906 
to supply the cute little canvas vests 
that some of the boys wear during 
practice scrimmages. 
* * 
Jack Carey, sophomore transfer 
from Conn. State, who is ineligible 
this year, promises to be a welcomed 
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Let that dependable college pal, Railway Express 
pick up and ship your laundry home and back fo; 
you every week. You will find it glossy going-
easy, fast, inexpensive. 
Merely .notify the folks you will send the pack-
age by Rallway Express, and ask them to return it 
the same wa~. You can send it collect too, you 
know, and while on that subject, we can add, only 
by Railway Express. The folks will understand. It 
saves keeping accounts, paying bills to say noth-
ing of spare change. ' 
You'll find the idea economical all round. The 
minimum rate is low- only 38 cents -sometimes 
less. Pick-up and delivery by motor vehicle and 
insurance included in the shipping charge. It's the 
sai?e with shipping baggage or anything else by 
Ratlway Express. So arrange your shipping dates 
by phone call to the Railway Express agent, and 
start now. 
Depot Office: Union Station, Hartford, Conn.; 
510 Church St.; Tel. 2-2117. --Tel. 2-2218. 
RAIL"W"AY EXPRESS 
AGENCY, IN C. 
NATION-WIDE RAIL-AIR SERVICE 
Page Four 
Professor 
Research Chemist Subject 
of Address by Columbia 
Professor on Friday 
KRIEBLE SPEAKS 
Dr. Ogilby Welcomes Delegates; 
Mr. Garvan Explains Interest 
of Chemical Foundation 
(Continued from page 1.) 
300 years. Ruerying as to what the 
ultimate product of that pot would 
be, Mr. Garvan stated that he loves 
to think of it as containing all the 
hopes, all the ideals, and all the 
patriotism of those men and women 
who founded our country and forged 
its future. 
Prof. Bogert's Address 
In an address entitled, "The Re-
search Chemist, Mankind's Devoted 
and Indispensable Servant," Professor 
Marston T. Bogert, the other guest 
speaker on the program, stated that 
scientific research is no longer merely 
the price of progress, but the price 
of existence. The extinction of life 
on earth by the "loosing of uncon-
trollable devastating forces" is no 
fantastic possibility, but a real and 
menacing one, he stated, and to avoid 
such a catastrophe, "better humans 
must be bred." 
"The central and eternal problem is 
man him~elf, not science, nor an accu-
mulation of undigested knowledge," 
Professor Bogert said. "Man's mas-
tery over the forces of his universe 
is growing far more rapidly than he 
himself is developing the qualifica-
tions or character to be safely en-
trusted with such vast power. 
"It is entirely conceivable that the 
end of life on this planet of ours may 
be brought about by man himself, 
through the loosing by some mis-
creant of uncontrollable devastating 
forces. Think of the havoc which 
can be wrought already by such forces 
as fire and pestilence! The only 
answer is to breed better humans, 
'·and in this scientific research can 
unquestionably play a leading role. 
Research in Recovery 
"Many things which seem impossi-
ble today will be matters of such 
every-day knowledge a few years 
hence as not even to evoke a passing 
comment," he predicted. "The pa-
thetic side of this is the realization 
that, aside from the fact that our 
national recovery would thereby be 
more quickly and more fully realized, 
an incalculable amount of human suf-
fering and thousands of human lives 
could be saved by speeding up our 
research program through more liber-
al financial assistance. It is your 
life and the lives of those nearest 
and dearest to you that are at stake. 
What are you going to do about it? 
Governments in Research 
"The governments of Great Britain, 
Italy, and Japan are all awake to the 
dependence of their nations upon 
science and are officially encouraging 
its development with steadily increas-
ing liberality. Russia has estab-
lished, under her Academy of Science, 
over 200 great research institutes for 
Office News 
The speaker in Chapel on Wednes-
day, October 14, will be Dr. E. Guy 
Talbott, who will speak on "American-
Japanese Relations." Dr. Talbott has 
traveled widely, especially in the Far 
East, and is an authority on interna-
tional problems. At the present time 
he L; Regional Secretary of the Na-
tional Council for the Prevention of 
VVar. • * 
On Thursday, October 15, President 
Ogilby and Professor Krieble will at-
tend the annual meeting of the Asso-
ciation of Colleges in New England, 
which is to be held at Brown Univer-
sity. This Association meets every 
year at some College in New England. 
It is an old organization, and three 
years ago the fiftieth annual meet-
ing was held here at Trinity College. 
Each College is represented by the 
President and one member of the fac-
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Bogert, Mr. Garvan Dedication Speakers 
DEDICATION DIGNITARIES 
Prof. Krieble, Mr. Garvan, Dr. Ogilby, Prof. Bogert 
work in pure science and engineering, 
with palatial buildings and the finest 
equipment obtainable. Her appro-
priation for these institutes and the 
advancement of science is reported to 
exceed any other item in her national 
budget-even that for military and 
defense purposes. 
U. S. Cuts Appropriation 
"While our own Government, with 
an appropriation of less than one-half 
of one percent {)f its 1936-37 budget 
for the same purpose, staggers along, 
throwing money right and left, con-
tent in the fatuous delusion that be-
cauae of our marvelous inheritance 
we can hold our place in the sun with 
the expenditure of the barest pittance 
for science, and indifferent to the fact 
that for a nation, as for an industry, 
scientific research has ceased to be 
merely the price of progress. It is 
today the price of existence. Which 
shall it be, scientific leadership, or 
ultimate national decline and fall? 
War Chemicals 
"In recent years there has been 
much thoughtless railing, often by 
those who should know better, against 
science as inimicable to the well-being 
of the race, because of the evil uses 
to which it is sometimes put. 
"Practically all of the toxic chemi-
cals used to any real extent during 
the World War were well-known long 
befol'e the conflict. They had been 
discovered by research chemists, in 
their efforts to contribute to the ad-
vance of civilization, and these scien-
tists were assuredly in no way re-
sponsibll:! for the pernicious uses to 
which their discoveries were subse-
quently put." · 
At 10 a. m. the delegates registered 
and were then conducted through the 
laboratory on a tour of inspection of 
the new building's chemical facilities 
and equipment. Following this, a 
buffet luncheon was served in the 
ulty. Professor Krieble, as a grad-
uate of Brown University, has been 
designated as the representative this 
year to accompany the President. . .. 
College Commons at 12.30. During 
the hour preceding the dedication 
ceremony, President Ogilby gave a 
short carillon recital. 
Dr. Ogilby's Speech 
Shortl~ after two o'clock, President 
Ogilby opened the progr·am of exer-
cises in the la1;ge auditorium of the 
new building with an address of wel-
come. Contrary to previous rumor, 
he did not release the name of the 
donor, but announced that the bene-
factor preferred to remain anony-
mous. Expressing his gratitude for 
the fulfillment of Trinity's former 
need for a more modern building and 
more up-to-the-minute equipment, he 
thanked the donor and also- the many 
other individual contributors. He 
then commended the thorough and 
painstaking effort oif the men who 
had actually been responsible for the 
construction of the building. In con-
clusion, Dr. Ogilby especially praised 
Professor Vernon K. Krieble, head of 
the Trinity College Chemistry Depart-
ment, for the fine work he had evi-
denced in personally superintending 
all plans for the building's construc-
tion. 
Introductions 
James Kellum Smith, of the firm of 
McK1m, Mead & White, the architects, 
Arthur F. Peaslee, the local contrac-
tor, and Burton Lovell, the engineer 
in charge, were then introduced to 
the audience by Dr. Ogilby. Quoting 
a Latin author, Smith said that he 
had made it his aim to incorporate 
into this building the three essential 
qualities of "Usefulness, Stability, 
and Beauty." The keys of the build-
ing were then presented to Dr. Ogilby 
by Mr. Peaslee, who, speaking: for 
the contractors and workmen, ex-
pressed his wish that the student body 
of Trinity College would derive as 
much enJoyment from the use of the 
building as he and the others had 
members o~ the Hartford Medical So-
ciety and the Hartford Dental Society 
have been invited to attend the ad-
dress. 
• • 
The anniversary of the death of 
John Landon Plumb of the class of 
1925, in whose memory the Carillon 
was given. to Trinity College, will be 
celebrated by his fraternity, Alpha 
Delta Phi, on Saturday, October 17. 
That afternoon President Ogilby, in 
gained from its construction. 
Passing the keys into the hands of 
Professor Krieble, Dr. Ogilby com-
mended him for his thorough and uni-
formly excellent work in the face of 
cramped space and inadequate facili-
ties during the past sixteen years. 
Delivering the initial speech on the 
program, Professor Krieble outlined 
the policy of "rotating instructor-
ships" which is to be employed in the 
operation of the new building. Its 
purpose, he stated, is to foster more 
chemical research and to prevent the 
possible loss of interest that is some-
times apt to affect young teachers 
because of the monotony of their 
routine. 
Dr. Krieble's Speech 
Said Dr. Kriebel: "Now that we 
have thi::; new laboratory you may be 
interested to know what we are plan-
ning to do with it. Before I am go-
ing to answer that question I want to 
point out that Trinity College is one 
of New England's small liberal arts 
colleges, and that no official group-
students, faculty, alumni, or trustees 
-want it to be anything else. N eith-
er the administration nor the depart-
ment of chemistry has any desire to 
make this college pre-eminently a 
school of chemistry. 
"The department has three objec-
tives: first, to make it possible for 
every student, who wishes it, to have 
a general course in chemistry. Dur-
ing recent years we have oeen able 
to arcommodate only th_ose students 
who were specializing in the sciences. 
In the sc:cond place, we are going to 
give special attention to those courses 
which are essential to students who 
are going to study medicine. 
"It m11y be worth while to point out 
that it was largely due to the success 
of the Trinity graduates in the well-
known medical schools that we were 
able to reach the ear of prospective 
donors. We have already reorganized 
our courses for those students and 
hope to offer even better training 
than we have done in the past. And 
last, but not least, we expect to offer 
for the first time, a well-rounded pro-
gram for boys who intend to follow 
the profession of chemistry. We are 
going to offer fundamental courses in 
elementary and advanced analytical 
chemistry, physical chemistry, and 
organic chemistry, including biologi-
cal organic chemistry. 
"We do not intend to offer courses 
in any of the applied chemical sub-
jects. These may be very properly 
left to the technical schools and uni-
versities. To us, it seems much more 
importaut to stick to the fundamental 
branches of the science combined with 
physics and mathematics, than to of-
fer a highly technical training. As I 
have already said, Trinity is a liberal 
arts college, and our students of chem-
istry take, in addition to the sciences, 
two modern languages and either his-
tory or economics, and either English 
literature or philosophy. 
Instructorship Plan 
"To carry out this program of 
chemical courses we have reorganized 
our staff along a somewhat different 
line from that of most colleges. We 
are having a number of what one 
might call rotating instructorships. 
The status of these young men is sim-
session, which commences at 10.30. 
There will be various speakers, among 
whom is Mr. James Notopoulos, who 
has just joined the College faculty. 
He will speak on Plato and Shelley. 
* * 
The speaker at Chapel on Wednes-
day, October 21, will be the Reverend 
Clement F. Rogers, Professor of 
Pastoral Theology at King's College, 
University of London. 
Every year Trinity College enter-
tains a number of doctors of Hart-
ford, usually on the day dedicated to 
Saint Luke, the beloved physician. 
Saint Luke's Day this year happens 
to come on a Sunday, tlherefore, the 
annual visit of the doctors will be on 
Monday, October 19. accordance with the annual custom ================ 
There will be a special Vesper Ser-
vice in the Chapel that afternoon pre-
ceded by an organ recital at 5 p. m. 
Later the doctors will· be entertained 
at a dinner in the college dining hall. 
In the evening at eight o'clock, 
Professor Louis F. Fieser of Harvard 
will give an address in the auditorium 
of the Cl1emistry Laboratory on "The 
Chemistry of the Human Body." All 
will give a recital on the bells at two 
o'clock. • • 
The annual meeting of the Connec-
ticut Section of the Classical Associa-
tion of New England will be held at 
Trinity College Saturday, October 17. 
Professor Barret is chairman of the 
meeting, and Doctor Ogilby will give 
the address of welcome to the mem-
bers at the beginning of the morning 
> 
DR. REILAND RETIRES 
(Continued from page 1.) 
ary chapel, beautification of the crypt, 
and the enlargement of the church 
organ. 
Dr. Reiland favors liberalism and 
independency. He opposed the Funda-
mentalists• and the House of Bishops 
when they sought to impose a creed 
ilar to that of instructors in an Eng-
lish university. They will have a 
comparatively light teaching load 
with relatively few lectures in ad-
vanced courses along with some labor-
atory work. 
"They are appointed for one year, 
and if found satisfactory will be re-
appointed for three more years. This 
makes it possible to have all labora-
tory work, quiz sections, and lectures 
given by well-trained men and at the 
same time to bring continually and 
regularly new men fresh from the 
graduate schools into the department. 
Department Up-to-Date 
"The first and second year courses 
will be in the hands of experienced 
teachers, while most of the advanced 
courses will be taught by the instruc-
tors who have recently come from the 
university. This should always keep 
the department up to date, a difficult 
thing to accomplish in a small college, 
especially in a subject which changes 
and expands as rapidly as chemistry. 
We feel that this plan offers a real 
opportunity to the young men accept-
ing these positions. 
"All too often the young instructor 
carries the heaviest teaching load of 
any member in the department. 
While he is working up his courses, 
he has no spare time and loses all 
interest for creative work and soon 
becomes a routine teacher. 
"This plan has been strongly en-
dorsed by some of the foremost men 
in our profession, and a number of 
our large graduate schools have not 
only recommended their most promis-
ing graduates but encouraged them to 
accept these positions. We hcwe that 
in years to come these instructorships 
will attrect some of the best intellects 
from the graduate schools far and 
wide and occasionally from beyond 
our borders." 
Reading Desk 
At the close of Professor Krieble's 
speech, President Ogilby informed the 
audience that the reading desk which 
the former had been the first to use, 
was a gift of the clas.s of 19&~ to the 
chemistry building. He also made 
known the fact that the tower of tbe 
structure will soon house a large tel-
escope, the gift of Mrs. George 
Hewitt and .designed for use by> t~e 
astronomy department under Profes-
sor Rogers. 
Congratulations 
Congratulatory messages were read 
by Dr. Ogilby from President Daniel 
L. Marsh of Boston University; Philip 
J. McCook, '95, Justice of the Supreme 
Court of New York; Martin W. Clem-
ent, '01, Pre:;;ident of the Pennsylva-
nia Railroad; and Richardson Wright, 
editor of "House and Garden." 
Among the number of distinguished 
visitors attending were: M. M. Cross-
ley, Ph.D., research director for the 
Calco Chemical Company; John Wol-
fenden, M.A., of Oxford University, 
England; Professor H. Edward Wells, 
Ph.D., of Smith College; Frederic C. 
Walcott, M.A., State Welfare Com-
missioner; Professor Donald H. An-
drews, Ph.D., of Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity; Professor Henry G. Barbour, 
M.D., of Yale; Professor Frederick 
G. Keyes, Ph.D., of M. I. T.; G. Albert 
Hill, Ph.D., of Wesleyan; and Profes-
sor James L. Crenshaw, of Bryn 
Mawr. 
of dogmatic literalism A quotation 
from his last sermon gives one an 
idea of his philosophy of life: "Every 
bond of affection, every loving rela-
tionship is a tie that guides us in 
our age, to make us do, perhaps, as 
we would not do. The world needs 
people with bravery and courage and 
winsome beauty in conduct to be 
bound by the l'ight things. May God 
grant that you have it." 
Dr. Reiland's clubs and societies in-
clude Delta Kappa Epsilon, The Cen-
tury Association, Society for Literarj' 
Knowledge, The Players, Mt. Rush-
more National Memorial Park of 
Black Hills, and the Cosmopolitan 
Opera Association. He is a trustee 
of Berkeley Divinity School, Director 
of the Pos.t-Graduate Medical School 
and Hospital, and Vice-President of 
the Modern Churchmen's Union of 
London, England. 
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Page Five 
Comm unication [ enhance the journalistic style by mak-
<continued from page 2.) ing it more subjective. 
more readable. The only thing that can make the 
But first let me outline the chief second telling of a story interesting 
features of your present policy as I is the personality of the story-teller. 
understand them. You are trying to Your news stories are technically 
give to Trinity College a newspaper perfect, but dull, because they con-
which follows, on a small scale, the tribute nothing that the reader does 
regular traditions of such papers as not know already. 
the "Times" and the "Tribune." That I So let your reporters write up their 
is to say, you take the news of the articles in essay or story form, if 
eampus and present it to the student necessary. You won't have a perfect 
body as nearly as possible in the same little gem of a newspaper when you 
form as a regular paid reporter would are through, but you'll have some-
present it. You have an editorial thing that someone will read-which 
page, where, as in longer papers, 1 will be a step in advance. S. P . Q. R. 
opinionated articles may appear, and 
1 
(We do not wonder why the Tripod 
a. sports page written up in the cus- is not read avidly. We have known 
tomary tradition. And you wonder why for some time. Unfortunately, 
why your paper is not avidly de- however, there are so few Lippmanns, 
voured by most of Trinity! Brouns, Woodwards, Brisbanes, and 
If you were writing for the edifica- such on the board that the whole 
tion of the City of\ Hartford, I could I thing becomees quite difficult. We 
see your point in trying to keep to are, too, more than pleased to be 
the journalistic tradition. Your real \ told about the two halves which make 
reason, however, in presenting such a up our reason for the present form 
paper as you do is half that you wish \ and content of the Tripod. Statisti-
to appear "big time" (i.e., technically I cally speaking, we d'ind that a scant 
perfect) , and half, I suspect, that you 12 percent of the r eading matter in 
are afraid of appearing "Rah-Rah." II the last issue could have been digested 
Let me r emind you though that somewhere else. We are not, t herefore, 
you are presenting second-hand news I quite convinced that we present "sec-
almostl exclusively, and t hat to make 1 ond-hand news almost exclusively."-
this interesting you must considerably Editor.) 
• 
~ LIGHT SMOKE 
LEAVES A 
CLEAN TASTE 
A clean taste-a clear 
throat-what a joy 
when you woke up in 
the morning! You'll be 
thankful that lost eve-
ning you chose .2. light 
~-Luckies. 
SOCCER TEAM LOSES TO 
CLARK U. AGGREGATION 
On Saturday, October 10, the Blue 
and Gold soccer team was defeated 
in its first game of the season by 
Clark University of Worcester. The 
score was 5 to 3. 
After a rather slow beginning, both 
teams warmed up and scored midway 
in the first half. First, Reilly of 
Clark penetrated the Trin defenses 
and rammed home the ball between 
the posts. He was closely followed 
by Schmidt of Trinity, who counted 
and then counted again, giving the 
Blue and Gold a 2 to 1 lead. Then 
just before the half ended, Donahue 
of Clark tallied to tie the score. 
Midway in the second half, Onder-
donk found the range and. once more 
put the Blue and Gold in the lead. 
The home team held t he lead and 
seemed in a fair way to win the game 
until with about ten minutes to play, 
all defenses crumbled, and Simonds 
booted one home and was f ollowed by 
two from the toe of Gryk, to give the 
men from Worcester the victory. 
Mionis, Reily, and Grey were out-
standing for Clark, while Schmidt, 
Gaboury, Onderdonk, and Captain 
O'Bryon starred for the Blue and Gold. 
THE LA V ALLETIE 







Corner Washington and Park Streets Broad Street and Allen Place 
GOOD SHOES 
At Medium Prices 
The Packard 
Boot Shop 
218 Asylum Street, Hartford 






BRING YOUR SLIP OVER TO 
GET YOUR FREE GIFT! 
At Special 
Students' Rates HUBERT DRUG CO~MPANY On Zion Street - Below the Cook Dormitory 
-lfs a liqht Smoke! 
To feel good after smoking-
It's not just the pleasure a fellow gets out of 
smoking Lucky Strikes .. . it's feeling good after 
smoking! Fresh as a daisy. A clean taste in 
your mouth. And ~hen you start singing in 
your bath-your voice clear as a bell! That's 
the great thing about a light smoke. Lucky 
Strikes-being made from the finest center-
leaf tobaccos-taste good. And because they're 
a light smoke, you feel good smoking them. 
And after smoking them, too! 
* * NEWS FLASH!.* * 
"Sweepstakes" bring pleasure 
to war veterans 
From a veterans' home in Legion, Texas, 
a number of entries all in the same hand-
writing come in each week. Of course 
we checked up to make sure that the 
entries conformed to the rules, and one 
of the men explained: "Most of the boys 
can't get around-but I do and so I fill 
out their cards for them." 
W e're glad to say that the boys have 
been pretty good pickers, too. 
Have you entered yet? Have you won 
your delicious Lucky Strikes? Tune i.a 
"Your Hit Parade" - Wednesday and 
Saturday evenings. Listen, judge, and 
compare the tunes- then t ry Your 
Lucky Strik;e "Sweepstakes." And if 
you're not already smoking Luckies, buy 
a pack today and try them, too. Maybe 
you've been missing something. You'll 
appreciate the advantages ofluckies-a 
Light Smoke ofrich,ripe·bodied tobacco. 
- "IT'S TOASTED,. 
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PROBLEMS OF COLLEGE 
LIFE SUBJECT OF TALK 
(Continued from page 1.) 
arising can be worked out. The Pres-
ident commended the Medusa, Senate, 
and Faculty to this work; the main 
_problems are those of physical wel-
fare, comforll, and undergraduate or-
ganizations. Speaking Olf comfort, 
Dr. Ogilby stated that the congestion 
in the dorzn!i.tories was sooili to be re-
lieved by the closing of the gap be-
""tween Cook and the new rChemistry 
Building, which is rated by its archi-
tect, James McKella~ Smith, as his 
best work. As to the undergraduate 
.organizations, the Union is a prob-
lem. due to its abuse rather than to 
its use: the students were urged to 
make an effort to keep it in good 
shape. The library, perhaps a little 
too small, is to be supplemented by a 
reading and study room to be opened 
in the Public Speaking Room. where 
a matheiiljatics professor is to be on 
hand throughout the day in order to 
help students in this subject. 
President Ogilby asked for the un-
graduate's understanding of the mat-
ters olf the peace of the world, auto-
mobile deaths, and adjustment to col-
lege life. 
HOBART GAME 
(Continued from page 3.) 
ball-handling and 'its smashing power 
plays in the hands of the veteran 
backfield of Miller, Ferris,. King, and 
W,right. In all its games this fall 
Hobart has outrushed opponents and 
in the last two weeks has acquired a 
punch that was lacking against Am-
herst. 
It is expected that Bob O'Malley 
will be ready to go on Saturday, as 
his leg injury is almosrt healed. Oth-
erwise the starting ·lineup will prob-
ably be the same that opposed 
Worcester Tech. 
RADIO CLUB 
(Continued from page 1.) 
sions, and• Canada. They should be 
left in the boxes provided in the Post 
O;ffice or J .arvis Laboratory. The 
boxes are emptied several times daily. 
:The .club has as its adviser, Profes-
sor Wadlund. He and Dr. Doolittle 
are full-fledged members. Other 
memlbers are Eugene Lieder, Frank 
Hertel, and L. Mac WJlliams. Fresh-
men or others wiShing to join shou[d 
apply for membership to Lieder in 
Northam 8', Paul Goodwin in Jarvis 
5, or to any of the operators or mem-
bers of the olub. 
SPARTA REGAINED ' 
(Continued from page 1.) 
accompanying lyre! 
While at a scanty table sits some 
Grecian Helen, devoted to shelling 
hard-boiled eggs for dainty feast-
a virgin priestess, lure for a plodding 
wayfarer. At her feet, hungrily eying 
her, sits not a leopard, from scorched 
Afric brought, but a cat, jagged ad: 
ear-a gauntness ever starved. 
Producer of warriors brave? Nay, 
opeyV swings the screened portal, and 
outward totters a legged beer barrel. 
Good Palinurus could not pilot such 
a ship; nor wouJd dolphins, sportive 
flocks of Neptune, pursue itsr erratic 
course. 
Avenge a war-like name, 0 Ares, 
so long the symbol of strong man-
The College Store 
MAX SCHER 
Proprietor 
44 Vernon Street, Hartford 
Read any statement 
about Chesterfield cigarettes 
We' tell you what they are made of-mild, 
ripe tobaccos. We tell you that we use 
on Chesterfield pure cigarette paper. 
We tell you that Chesterfields are 
carefully manufactured. 
We suggest that you try Chesterfields and 
find out how mild they are and what a 
pleasing taste and aroma they have. 
A great many cigarette smokers will 
tell you that Chesterfields satisfy-
gi'Pe them what they want in a cigarette. 
LIGGEIT & MYERS TOBACCO Co, 
. hood. Visit with thy all-powerlul 
1 wrath this reckless shrine of raucous 
maudlinity. Strike, war god, and 
quiet brave Leonidas' outraged shade! 
-H. R. C. 
Baldwin .. Stewart 
Electrical 
Contractors 
222 Pearl Street, Hartford 
PIANOS ... 
Steinway, Knabe, Steck, Weber, 
and Wheelock. 
RADIOS •.• 
Philco and RCA. 
ORGANS ..• 
Hammond Electric. 
Waldman's Pen Shop 
Fountain Pens, Pencils, Desk 
Seta, Leads, lnka, Repairs. 
Exclusively a Pen Shop. 
17% Pearl Street, just off Main 
THE HUNTER 
PRESS 
Job Work of all kinds 
Phone 2-7016 
302 ASYLUM ST., HARTFORD 
THE NIGHT IS GAY 
. .. at . .. 
PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES Th L b 
You can get them at e Q 8 t er 
WATKINS BROS. 430 Asylum Street 
241 ASYLUM ST., HARTFORD 
C 1936. LlGGE'lT & NY.BU TOMcco Co 
